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ABSTRACT

Two double-sided multistripe silicon detectors purchased
from Micron Semiconductor, Ltd. have been bench tested. The

devices are 40 mm x 40 mm x 300 _m thick, with 40 stripes on
each side, in directions orthogonal to each other.

Interstripe resistances of 250 ± 100 k_ were measured on the
non-diode (ohmic) side when the detectors were fully
depleted. A Sr 90 source and charge sensitive amplifiers were
used to measure charge correlations between orthogonal stripes
on opposite sides of the detectors as a function of bias
voltage. At a full depletion voltage of 42 V, the difference
in pulse heights from opposite-slde stripes gave a Gaussian
distribution consistent with the amplifier noise, indicating
that the detectors work well as two dimensional position
sensitive devices.

INTRODUCTION

High resolutlon solid state microstrlpe detectors have
been used extensively in recent high energy physics fixed

target experiments. Typical detectors having a 300 _m thick

depletion depth and a pitch of 50 _m have been used to measure

particle track positions with an accuracy of ±9 _m. I The use
of such detectors has recently been extended to colllding beam
experiments. For such appllcatlons, there are advantages if
the non-dlode (ohmic) side of the detector is also segmented
and both sides are read out (double-sided).2 For example, if
orthogonal segmentation is used on the two sides, information
in two views can be obtained with one half the thickness, thus
decreasing errors due to multlple scattering and at the same
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time reducing _amount of material whi_ causes gamma°converslons. A if the ionization chargers digitized on
• both sides, ambi_ties due to multiple tra_-_s in the same

detector element can often be resolved. 2,3 For co111dlng beam
experiments at the SSC, double-slded solid state microstrlpe
detectors would therefore be useful for vertex detectors which

require very precise position measurements for track
reconstruction. Double-slded ,detectors have recently been
tested by several groups. Charge sharing has been shown to
work well on the ohmic side of a double-sided detector with a

pitch of 25 _m for readouts every 200 _m. 4 An ohmic side

position resolution of 52 _m was obtained with a 500 _un pitch

detector in beam tests with 250 GeV/c plons. 3

MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

Monte Carlo simulations were done to investigate the
application of microstrlpe detectors to co111ding beam
experiments at the SSC where tracks are incident on the
detectors at large angles with respect to normal incidence.
The simulation assumed a 200 _m thick detector with 25 or 50

_m pitch. Tracks passing through the detector at various

angles relative to 90 ° were allowed to form clusters of hits
with charge fluctuations consistent with a measured "Landau"
distribution. The hits were then subjected to the following
signal processing algorithms: "TRUE" for the orlgl,nal charges;
"ADC" for charge measurements with an inflnltely precise ADC
readout device assuming a 2 standard deviation threshold cut;
and "DISCRIMINATOR" for a readout employing discriminators
only with a threshold cut of 4 standard deviations.

Fig. 1 shows the error (rms.) in calculated position as a

function of angle relative to normal incidence for 50 _m pitch

{a) and 25 _m pitch (b) detectors with every stripe read out.

An interesting case is 25 _m pitch (DISCRIMINATOR) where the

position resolutlon deteriorates rapldly for angles above 30 °
relative to the normal. For this case, where a 4 a threshold

cut is assumed, a 50 _m pitch detector is preferable for angles

above 35 ° . This effect is due to the higher probability of
hits to have charges below threshold as the angle increases.

Fig. 2 shows a similar calculatlon for a more realistic
case where the ADC is assumed to have a charge resolutlon of
0.1 fC. The calculatlons were done for hlt-deflning thresholds
of 0, 2, and 4 standard deviations above the charge
resolution. For each hit above threshold, the adjacent
stripes were also read out as would be the case for the CDF
SVX readout chlp. 5 We assume that every stripe .{s connected to
the readout chip in Fig. 2{a) _, and that every other stripe is
connected to the readout chip in Fig. 2(b} where charge
sharing is used to calculate positions. The error is less

than 20 _m for angles up to 80 ° for the 0 a and 2 a threshold
cuts, although noise degrades the position resolution for the

0 a case. For the 4 a cut with every stripe read out, the

resolutlon becomes rapidly worse above 40 ° due to loss of hits
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Fig. 1: Error (rms.) in calculated position vs. angle relative
to normal incidence for the Monte Carlo simulation
described in text. Hit clusters were obtained from

tracks passing through a 200 pm thick mlcrostripe
detector with 50 (a) or 25 (b) pm pitch stripes.
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Fig. 2: Error (rms.) in calculated position vs. angle relatlve
to normal incidence for the Monte Carlo simulation
described in text. Hit clusters were obtained from

tracks passing through a 200 _m thick mlcrostripe

detector with 25 _m pitch with every (a) or alternate
(b) stripes read out.
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' .above threshold, _ile the 4 o cut with ernate-stripe

re_dout gives good_esolution up to 75 ° .

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two double-sided multistripe silicon detectors purchased
from Micron Semiconductor, Ltd. (design BB) have been tested

by our group. The devices are 40 mmx 40 mm x 300 Mm thick,
and have 40 stripes on each side in orthogonal directions.
The stripes have a "pitch" (i.e., center-to-center spacing) of

1 mm, and are 900 Mm wide separated by a I00 Mm gap.

Our initial results are presented in Ref. 2. The unbiased
interstripe resistances on the ohmic side were found to be

about 2.5 k_. The full depletion bias voltage was 42 V and
the ohmic side interstripe resistances under overbiased
conditions (50 V) were measured to be (250 ± 100) k_. The

detector was then connected for dynamic signal tests with Sr 90
betas which deposit on average 90 keV in dE/dx energy loss in

300 Mm of silicon. All stripes were connected by 1 M_
resistors to positive bias (ohmic side) or ground (Junction
side) and were AC coupled to the 80 amplifiers. The amplifier
system consisted of LeCroy (LRS) 8 channel HQV810 hybrid
charge sensitive pre-amplifiers followed by delay line shaping
with dual ECL 10115 amplifier stages. The outputs were
integrated and digitized by 80 channels of LRS 2285 ADC's and
a scintillation counter was used to generate a 400.ns gate.

The rms. noise (sigma) of each channel was measured as a
function of bias voltage. The Junction side stripes had a
constant noise of between 50 and 75 ADC counts for voltages
from 25 V to 55 V. The ohmic side stripes get rapidly noisy
below full depletion (-400 _DC counts at 25 V) and have a
constant noise above full depletion (35 V to 55 V) in the
range 110-150 ADC counts. The rise in the noise for the

ohmic side is roughly consistent with a 250 k_ Interstripe

resistance at full depletion and a 2.5 k_ interstripe
resistance without bias (a factor of 3.3 on the noise for each
factor of i0 less resistance).

Fig. 3 shows the pulse height spectrum for betas from
the Sr 90 source for the Junction (a) and ohmic (b) sides. The
signal to noise ratio for the ohmic side is typically 10:1.
We have investigated charge sharing for the case of
alternate-stripe readout. Fig. 4(a) shows the pulse height
distribution for trigger stripe "6" alone where stripes "5"
and "7" are floating. The lower peak is due to charge lost to
readout stripes "4" and "8". Fig. 4(b) shows the total pulse
height ("4"+"6"+"8") read out on all three stripes. We see
that the lower peak is no longer present which shows that the
charge on the floating stripes is successfully collected by
the readout stripes.

About 60% of the detectors' area was covered by the
trigger counter and beta source. The charge correlations
between the ohmic and Junction sides were studied as a
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Fig. 3: Pulse height distribution in ADC counts for Junction
side (a) and ohmic side (b) stripes.
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Fig. 4: (a) Pulse height distribution for one ohmic side
trigger stripe ("6) on a detector with every other
stripe read out. (b) Pulse height distribution for the
sum of three adjacent ohmic side readout stripes
("4"+"6"+"8") on a detector with every other stripe
read out.
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•,notloovolta b.xamp .,oth.oorr. dslgo.1pul... heights for a voltage 35 V are_hown in the
scattergram of Fig. 5. This scattergram is shown rotated in
Fig. 6 where the abscissa is the dlagonal distance from the
origin in Fig. 5 and the ordinate is the distance transverse
to the diagonal. The transverse distribution is narrow which
shows that the signals are well correlated. The transverse
distribution (with finer bins) gavea good fit to a Gaussian

shape with a standard deviation of 106 ADC counts and a X2 of
15 for 12 degrees of freedom. The widths of such
distributions were found to decrease with increasing bias
voltage and become approximately constant for voltages above
full depletion (above 35 V). The slgnal to transverse width
ratio above full depletion is ten to one and is dominated by
the ohmic side noise width below full depletlon as expected,
thus showing that the two signals are correlated within the
noise performance of the amplifiers.

CONCLUS ION

Solid state mlcrostrlpe detectors will be useful for
vertex tracking at the SSC. Monte Carlo simulations indicate
that good position resolution can be obtained for tracks
incident on microstrlpe detectors at angles up to 60 ° with
existing readout circuits. Double-slded detectors have been
made by several vendors and signal to noise ratios of from 6

to >I0 have been obtained for ohmic side segments. 2-4 Tests on
two Micron Semiconductor, Ltd. multistripe detectors show that
they work well as position sensitive detectors and the charges
collected on the two sides have been measured to be equal
within the noise performance of the amplifiers.
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Fig. 5: (b,c) Scattergram showing pulse height correlatlons
between ohmic and Junction sides of a double-slded
multistrlpe detector. (a) Junction slde proJectlon of
scattergram. (d) Ohmic side projection of scattergram.
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Fig. 6: (b,c) The same scattergram as in Fig. 5 rotated where
the abscissa is the diagonal distance from the orgin in
Fig. 5 and the ordinate is the distance transverse to
the diagonal. (a) Transverse side projection of
scattergram. (d) Diagonal side projection of
scattergram.
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